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Abstract—The simultaneous use of multiple retrodirective cross-eye jammers is analysed for both the case
where the jammer loops point in different directions and
when they point in the same direction. In both cases, the
use of multiple cross-eye jammer loops is shown to lead to
significantly increased angular errors in the threat radar
under certain conditions. Alternatively, the sum-channel
return can be increased to reduce the jammer-to-signal
ratio (JSR) requirements for each jammer loop.
Index Terms—Cross-eye jamming, multi-loop cross-eye
jamming, electronic warfare, and electronic countermeasures.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multi-loop cross-eye jamming is the simultaneous
use of multiple cross-eye jammer systems (loops) in
an attempt to reduce both the tolerance sensitivity and
jammer-to-signal ratio (JSR) requirements associated
with cross-eye jamming [1]–[3]. These two issues constitute the main challenges associated with implementing a
practical cross-eye jammer [4]–[10], so any improvement
will justify the additional complexity associated with
implementing multiple cross-eye jammer loops.
However, the retrodirective implementation of crosseye jamming has not been considered in published
studies of multi-loop cross-eye jamming [1], [2]. This
omission is significant because the retrodirective implementation appears to be the only practical way to realise operational cross-eye jammers [4]–[8], and previous
work has shown that ignoring the retrodirective nature of
a cross-eye jammer can lead to significant errors [10],
[11].
This paper performs an analysis of multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye jamming. The focus is on the effect
multiple retrodirective cross-eye jamming loops have on
the cross-eye gain and indicated angle induced in the
threat radar.
The case where the cross-eye jammer loops share a
common centre (the concentric case) and the case where
the cross-eye jammer loops are collinear are considered.
In both cases, the use of multiple jammer loops can
induce significantly larger errors in the threat radar, or
alternatively, the sum-channel return can be increased to
reduce the effect of platform skin return. To the best
of the author’s knowledge, neither of these possibilities
have been considered previously in the open literature.
Multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye jamming is analysed in Section II, while the implications of this analysis
are considered in Section III. The main results of this
work are summarised in Section IV.
II. A NALYSIS
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This section provides a mathematical analysis of
multi-loop cross-eye jamming with the emphasis on the
total cross-eye gain.
Note that, while the analysis below only explicity
considers a phase-comparison monopulse radar, it has
been shown that the results for this case are applicable
to any monopulse radar [10], [12].
The geometry of a general two-loop cross-eye jammer
system operating against a phase-comparison monopulse
radar is shown in Fig. 1.
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θen is half the angular separation of the nth jammer
loop’s antennas as seen by the radar and is given
by
dcn
θen ≈
cos (θcn ) ,
(8)
2r

Fig. 1. The geometry of a multi-loop cross-eye jammer engagement
where all jammer loops have the same range r. The phase centres
of the radar, and the first and second jammer loops are denoted by
circles, squares and crosses respectively.

Fig. 2. The retrodirective implementation of a cross-eye jammer
showing the definition of a and φ.

The sum- and difference channel returns from each
cross-eye jammer loop are given by [10], [11]
Srn = An e jΦn Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) ×

1
1 + an e jφn [cos (2kn ) + cos (2kcn )]
2
Drn = An e jΦn Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) ×

1 h
j
1 + an e jφn sin (2kn ) +
2 

i
1 − an e jφn sin (2kcn )

(1)

(2)

with
Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) = Pr (θr − θen ) Pr (θr + θen ) ×
Pcn (θcn − θen ) Pcn (θcn + θen )
(3)
dr
sin (θr ) cos (θen )
2
dr
k ≈ β sin (θr )
2

kn = β

dr
cos (θr ) sin (θen )
2
dr
≈ β cos (θr ) θen
2

kcn = β

(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

where the geometrical parameters are defined in Fig. 1
and the remainder of the parameters are

dcn is the antenna spacing for jammer loop n (the
jammer baseline),
θcn is the rotation of the nth jammer loop’s broadside
direction from the radar,
an and φn are the magnitude and phase of the one
direction of the nth jammer loop relative to the
other direction through the same jammer loop,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2,
Pr (θ) is the pattern of the antenna elements comprising
the radar antenna,
Pcn (θ) are the patterns of the antennas of the nth
jammer loops,
β is the free-space phase constant, and
dr is the separation of the radar antenna-element phase
centres.

The approximations in (5), (7) and (8) are extremely
accurate for practical cross-eye jamming scenarios where
r  dcn [10], [11], [13].
The total sum- and difference-channel returns when
all loops are considered are the sums of (1) and (2)
respectively over all values of n giving a monopulse ratio
of [14]


N
P




Drn 


n=1
MM = =
(9)
N


P




Srn 

n=1

for N jammer loops under the assumption of an exact
monopulse processor. The indicated angle is computed
from the monopulse ratio using [14]


dr
MM = tan β sin (θi )
(10)
2
≈ tan (ki )
(11)
where θi is the monopulse indicated angle and ki is the
value of (4) with θr = θi and where θe is small enough
to assume that cos (θe ) ≈ 1. The approximation in (11)
is accurate when θe is small [13], [15].
The main difference to the previously-published
single-loop retrodirective cross-eye analyses [9], [10],
[16] is the inclusion of the factor An e jΦn in (1) and (2) to
account for differences between the jammer loops. These
factors include the effects of path-length differences,
component differences and differences as a result of the
action of the jammer.
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Using (1) and (2) to expand the monopulse ratio in
(9) leads to

N

 P P (θ , θ , θ ) A e jΦn × · · ·

an r cn en
n

MM = < n=1
N

P


Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1


· · · 1 + an e jφn sin (2k) + · · ·
· · · (1 + an e jφn ) × · · ·

)
· · · 1 − an e jφn sin (2kcn )
(12)
· · · [cos (2k) + cos (2kcn )]

N
P



Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
≈<
N

P


Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
)
· · · 1 + an e jφn
sin (2k)
+
jφ
n
· · · (1 + an e ) cos (2k) + 1

N
P



Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
<
N

P


Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
)

· · · 1 − an e jφn sin (2kcn )
(13)
· · · (1 + an e jφn ) [cos (2k) + 1]
1
×
= tan (k) +
2 cos2 (k)

N
P



Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

< n=1
N

P


Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
)

· · · 1 − an e jφn sin (2kcn )
(14)
· · · (1 + an e jφn )

where the accurate assumption cos (2kcn ) ≈ 1 [13] was
used to simplify the result.
The effect of the radar and jammer antenna patterns
in (14) does not cancel as it does in the single-loop
case [10], [11]. This is due to the assumption that each
jammer loop can have a different rotation (θcn ) and
baseline (dcn ). Nevertheless, some simplifications are
possible.
Given that the properties of a phase-comparison monopulse antenna are predominantly determined by the
separation of the two radar antenna elements [14], the
patterns of the radar antenna elements (Pr (θ)) can be
expected to vary only slowly with angle. Specifically,
variations over angular range of the jammer antennas
(θr − θen to θr + θen ) will be assumed to be negligible

Fig. 3. The change to the geometry in Fig. 1 to ensure that all
jammer loops have the same rotation θc .

leading to
Pr (θr − θen ) ≈ Pr (θr + θen ) ≈ Pr (θr )

(15)

to a high degree of accuracy, especially near the radar’s
boresight direction [13].
A similar argument can be applied to the jammer
antennas to obtain
Pcn (θcn − θen ) ≈ Pcn (θcn + θen ) ≈ Pcn (θcn )

(16)

and when the jammer antennas are identical and collinear
as shown in Fig. 3,
Pcn (θcn ) ≈ Pc (θc ) .

(17)

The simplifications for the jammer antennas should be
more accurate than for the radar antenna elements in
(15) as jammer antennas either have wide beamwidths
to achieve large angular coverage or have their main
beams pointed towards the threat radar if phased arrays
are used. The form of the antenna factor in (3) can thus
be simplified to
Pan (θr , θcn , θen ) ≈ [Pr (θr ) Pcn (θcn )]2 .

(18)

The radar antenna-element patterns cancel in the
monopulse ratio (MM ) as the Pr (θr ) factors appear
in both the numerator and denominator of (14). The
jammer-antenna patterns cancel if the jammer antennas
are identical and collinear, and as described above,
the reasonable approximations in (16) can be used to
simplify the form of the monopulse ratio (MM ).
Defining the jammer-baseline ratio as
dcrn =

dcn
dcN

(19)

gives
sin (2kcn ) ≈ 2kcn
≈ βdr cos (θr ) θen
dcN
cos (θcn ) dcrn
= βdr cos (θr )
2r

(20)
(21)
(22)
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where sin (2kcn ) ≈ 2kcn was assumed in light of the
fact that cos (2kcn ) ≈ 1 has already been assumed. This
result can be further simplified to
sin (2kcn ) ≈ 2kcN dcrn

(23)

when the jammer antennas are collinear because all the
jammer rotations (θcn ) are identical.
Equation (14) can now be rewritten as
dc
βdr cos (θr ) 2r
MM ≈ tan (k) +
×
2 cos2 (k)

N
P



[Pcn (θcn )]2 An e jΦn × · · ·

< n=1
N

P


[Pcn (θcn )]2 An e jΦn × · · ·


)

· · · 1 − an e jφn cos (θcn ) dcrn
(24)
· · · (1 + an e jφn )
which reduces to

(25)

n=1

when the jammer antennas are identical and collinear.
Jammer loop N is assumed to have the largest baseline,
so dcN = dc and kcN = kc are used to allow comparisons
to a single jammer loop.
The factors after the first lines of (24) and (25) fulfil
the same role as that of the cross-eye gain. The cross-eye
gain equivalent for a multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye
jammer is

N
P



[Pcn (θcn )]2 An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
GCM = <
N

P


[Pcn (θcn )]2 An e jΦn × · · ·

n=1
)

· · · 1 − an e jφn cos (θcn ) dcrn
(26)
· · · (1 + an e jφn )
where the inclusion of cos (θcn ) means that GCM is not
a true cross-eye gain because the monopulse ratio in (24)
does not reduce to the same form as for a single-loop
retrodirective cross-eye jammer.
The cross-eye gain for the collinear case is given by


N

P





An e jΦn 1 − an e jφn dcrn 


n=1
(27)
GCM c = <
N


P




An e jΦn (1 + an e jφn )


n=1

kc
GCM c
cos2 (k)
sin (2k) + sin (2kc ) GCM c
≈
cos (2k) + cos (2kc )

MM c ≈ tan (k) +

(28)
(29)

which is identical to the monopulse ratio of a single-loop
retrodirective cross-eye jammer [10], [11] apart from the
different cross-eye gain.
III. D ISCUSSION

n=1

kc
MM c ≈ tan (k) +
×
cos2 (k)


N

P



jφ
jΦ


An e n 1 − an e n dcrn 


n=1
<
N


P




An e jΦn (1 + an e jφn )



and this is a true cross-eye gain as the form of the
monopulse ratio can be rewritten as

The implications of the results derived in Section II
are considered below. The special case of two-loop
retrodirective cross-eye jammers will be considered to
simplify the analysis without loss of generality.
The following parameters typical of a missile threat
against an aircraft or ship [10], [11] will be used unless
otherwise specified:
• 10 GHz radar frequency,
• 10◦ radar beamwidth (dr = 2.54 wavelengths, and
each radar antenna element is an equally-excited
linear source 2.54 wavelengths long),
• 1 km jammer range (r = 1 km),
• 10 m larger jammer baseline (dc2 = 10 m),
• 5 m smaller jammer baseline (dc1 = 5 m),
• 30◦ jammer direction offset or collinear jammer
loops (θ2 − θ1 = 30◦ or 0◦ ),
• jammer antennas with a 60◦ beamwidth (Pcn (θ) =
cos (0.75θ)),
• 0.5 dB jammer amplitude mismatch (an = 0.9441)
for all jammer loops, and
• the relative phases of the two directions through all
the jammer loops are 180◦ (φn = 180◦ ).
The 3-dB beamwidths and first nulls of the radar sum
channel are indicated by “3 dB” and “Null” on the right
axis of the indicated-angle plots below, and the broadside
directions of the jammer loops are indicated on the top
axis, where appropriate.
A. Concentric Jammer Loops
The main application of concentric retrodirective
cross-eye jammer loops which are not collinear (Fig. 1)
is to extend the angular range over which a cross-eye
jammer system is effective.
Fig. 4 shows a number of cases of concentric multiloop retrodirective cross-eye jammers with the smaller
baseline being 5 m or 10 m. The first case (“Single 2”)
considers the loop with its boresight at 0◦ alone, while
the second two cases (“Single 1”) consider the loop with
its boresight at 30◦ alone for two different baselines (5 m
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Fig. 4. The indicated angle for identical jammer loops which have
an angular offset of 30◦ for the cases described in the text.
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Fig. 5. The indicated angle for identical jammer loops which have
an angular offset of 30◦ for the case described in the text.

θ2

θ1

and 10 m). The last two cases consider the two jammer
loops operating together with two different baselines for
the loop with its boresight at 30◦ . The two-loop cases
assume that the jammer loops are identical (A1 = A2
and Φ2 − Φ1 = 0).
The conclusion from Fig. 4 is that the cross-eye gain
equivalent for the two jammer loops operating together is
always lower than for one of the jammer loops operating
in isolation when the two loops are identical. There is
thus no reason to use multiple identical retrodirective
cross-eye jammer loops to improve angular coverage.
However, the situation changes dramatically when the
returns from the two jammer loops are not identical
as shown in Fig. 5 where the jammer-loop amplitudes
differ by 0.5 dB (A2 /A1 = 0.5 dB) and have a 180◦
phase difference (Φ2 − Φ1 = 180◦ ). The indicatedangle magnitudes (and thus the cross-eye gain equivalent
magnitudes) are significantly greater than the single-loop
values from Fig. 4 for most jammer rotations in Fig. 5.
The reason for the increase in the indicated angle is the
fact that the magnitude of the denominator of the crosseye gain equivalent in (26) is reduced because its terms
have a phase difference of 180◦ . In the case considered,
the denominator of (26) is zero approximately halfway
between the two jammer-loop broadside directions, explaining the sudden changes of the signs of the indicated
angles at this point in Fig. 5.
Limiting the apparent target from a cross-eye jammer
to one side of the jammer is desirable as outlined in [15].
However, as shown in Fig. 5, this does not occur with

Indicated angle (degrees)

15
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-30
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Jammer rotation angle (degrees)

dc1 = 10 m
dc1 = 7.5 m

90

dc1 = 5 m
dc1 = 2.5 m

Fig. 6. The indicated angle for identical jammer loops which have
an angular offset of 30◦ for the case considered in the text.

directional jammer antennas when the jammer loops have
phase differences of 180◦ , so this case is thus unlikely
to have practical application.
Noting that the denominator of the cross-eye gain
equivalent in (26) has its smallest magnitude approximately halfway between the jammer-loop broadside
directions largely as a result of the jammer-antenna
patterns suggests that using omnidirectional jammer antennas will lead to larger indicated angles over the whole
angular range. This possibility is explored in Fig. 6
where the jammer-loop amplitudes differ by 0.5 dB
(A2 /A1 = 0.5 dB) and have a 180◦ phase difference
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B. Collinear Jammer Loops
Collinear retrodirective cross-eye jammer loops seek
to improve the performance of a cross-eye jammer. Fig. 7
compares the indicated angle of single and multiple
collinear jammer loops.
The total cross-eye gain in Fig. 7 is seen to increase as
the baseline of the narrower loop increases. This result
is anticipated as the terms in the numerator of the crosseye gain in (27) are scaled by the ratio of the baseline to
the largest baseline. Using the largest possible baselines
for all jammer loops thus leads to the largest indicated
angle.

7

Indicated angle (degrees)

(Φ2 − Φ1 = 180◦ ).
The indicated angle magnitude is seen to be extremely
high in Fig. 6 as a result of the cancellation of the
two signals in the denominator of the cross-eye gain
equivalent in (26). However, a large indicated angle is
not achieved at all angles as the indicated angle becomes
zero at those angles where the difference-channel return
is zero. The jammer-rotation angle where the indicated
angle becomes zero is seen to depend strongly on the
jammer baselines.
Decreasing the smaller jammer baseline moves the
angle where the indicated angle is zero further away
from the broadside directions of the jammer loops. This
is because the effect of a jammer loop on the numerator
of the cross-eye gain equivalent in (26) decreases as the
baseline decreases, while the effect on the denominator
of (26) remains unchanged. The desired effect of the
smaller jammer loop is thus to cancel the sum-channel
return of the larger jammer loop without affecting the
difference-channel return. The one drawback of cancellation in the denominator of the cross-eye gain equivalent
in (26) is that this also decreases the sum-channel return
from the jammer. The skin return from the platform
mounting the cross-eye jammer will thus have an increased effect on the indicated angle as the system JSR
decreases [13], [15].
The possibility of increasing the total sum-channel
return to reduce the effect of platform skin return also
exists. While this will reduce the cross-eye gain equivalent, the ability to produce a stable target in the presence
of platform skin return is desirable. For example, when
jammer loops are identical (An = A and Φn = Φ),
the total sum-channel return as a result of all the crosseye jammer loops will be increased by 6 dB, while the
indicated angle will be comparable to that of a single
jammer loop as seen from Fig. 4. The use of multiple
retrodirective cross-eye jammer loops thus allows the
possibility of a reduction of the JSR of the repeaters
for each jammer loop shown in Fig .2.
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0
30
Jammer rotation angle (degrees)
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dc1 = 10 m
dc1 = 7.5 m

60

Single 1 (5 m)
dc1 = 5 m
dc1 = 2.5 m

Fig. 7. The indicated angle for identical collinear jammer loops.
Note that the “Single 2” and “dc1 = 10 m” curves are identical.

Fig. 7 also shows that single jammer loop with a 10 m
baseline and two jammer loops with baselines of 10 m
produce identical indicated-angle results. This outcome
is anticipated in light of the form of the cross-eye gain
in (27) which can be rewritten as


N
P



jΦ


An e n 
 1 − ae jφ

n=1
×
GCM c = dcrN <
(30)
N


1 + ae jφ
P


jΦ

An e n 


n=1


1 − ae jφ
(31)
=<
1 + ae jφ
= GC
(32)
which is the cross-eye gain of a single retrodirective
cross-eye jammer loop.
Perhaps more remarkably, the above result shows that
the amplitude and phase shift between otherwise identical jammers (An and Φn ) does not affect the cross-eye
gain. This promising result suggests that the matching
between identical retrodirective cross-eye jammer loops
is not crucial to system performance.
However, the effect of the jammer-loop matching
is not completely arbitrary as it strongly affects the
magnitude of the sum-channel return. For example, a
perfectly matched dual-loop cross-eye jammer (An = 1
and Φn = Φ) leads to a sum-channel return which is
6
than the single-loop case, while setting
PdB greater
An e jΦn = 0 leads to a zero sum-channel return.
Multi-loop cross-eye jamming can thus lead to reduced
JSR requirements in the presence of platform skin return.
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1 −

1
N

N
P
n=1
N
P
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1


an e jφn 

1 + N
n=1


1 − as e jφs
=<
1 + as e jφs

Null
10
8
6
3 dB
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2
-60



e jφn 


12
Indicated angle (degrees)

Ensure that the jammer loops are identical (An = 1
and Φn = Φ) means that one of the directions through
each of the jammer loops is identical to the same path
through the other jammer loops. This scenario gives a
cross-eye gain of


N

P



jφ


1 − an e n dcrn 


n=1
GCM c = <
(33)
N


P


jφ


(1 + an e n )



(34)

-30
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30
Jammer rotation angle (degrees)

dc1 = 10 m
dc1 = 7.5 m

(35)

60

dc1 = 5 m
dc1 = 2.5 m

Fig. 8. The indicated angle for identical collinear jammer loops for
the case considered in the text.

where (34) was obtained by making all the jammer
baselines equal and
as e jφs =

N
1 X
an e jφn
N

IV. C ONCLUSION
(36)

n=1

is the average return from the non-matched paths through
the jammer loops.
Equation (35) shows that the effect of perfectly
matched collinear multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye
jammer loops with equal baselines is the same as for
a single loop. However, the matching between the two
paths through the jammer depends on the overall result
of the loops rather than of only a single loop. From this
observation, it appears that tolerance requirements will
be relaxed in the multi-loop case as it is likely that the
random variations in each jammer loop will be cancelled
by the random variations in the other loops.
As in the concentric case, changing the relative phase
of two jammer loops to 180◦ dramatically affects the results. Fig. 8 shows the cross-eye gain when the jammerloop amplitudes differ by 0.5 dB (A2 /A1 = 0.5 dB) and
have a 180◦ phase difference (Φ2 − Φ1 = 180◦ ).
The multi-loop indicated angles in Fig. 8 are significantly larger than the single-loop case. The one exception
is the 10-m baseline case, which is identical to the singleloop case as outlined above. Again, this is a result of the
fact that the sum-channel returns of the jammer loops
cancel, leading to a small sum-channel return, while
the difference-channel return remains largely unaffected.
This is achieved by exploiting the fact that jammerbaseline ratio (dcrn ) only appears in the numerator of the
cross-eye gain in (27). This is the reason that decreasing
the smaller baseline (dc1 ) leads to a larger indicated angle
as shown in Fig. 8.

Previously published analyses of multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye jamming ignored the retrodirective
implementation and can thus be expected to have significant errors in this case. The derivation of the cross-eye
gain or its equivalent for multi-loop retrodirective crosseye jamming is described, and a number of conclusions
based on this analysis are outlined.
Concentric multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye jammers are able to achieve larger indicated angles than
the single-loop case by reducing the sum-channel return.
However, the fact that the side of the jammer on which
the apparent target is generated can vary rapidly for small
jammer rotations limits the applicability of this approach.
The use of omnidirectional antennas helps somewhat by
ensuring a low sum-channel return over all angles, but
this low sum-channel return means that this approach
is unlikely to be viable in the presence of platform
skin return. Alternatively, the sum-channel return can
be increased at the expense of lower cross-eye gain to
reduce the JSR required by each jammer loop.
Collinear multi-loop retrodirective cross-eye jammers
can also achieve larger indicated angles than the singleloop case, again with the caveat that the sum-channel
return is significantly reduced. Alternatively, the sumchannel return can be increased as the number of jammer
loops increases, thereby reducing the JSR requirements
of each loop. Lastly, the fact that the effect of tolerances
on the system performance is reduced is demonstrated
for some special cases.
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